Supply List

Jamestown House

A 6-Hour Class suitable for all skill levels.
Finished size: 8" x 10''
Come to class and have fun appliqueing this cute
wool house. Learn how to make templates and a
placement overlay, and how to fuse (or glue) and
stitch your wool applique shapes.
The pattern for the small quilt (above) is included in
the class. You can make it as a stand-alone project
or add it to the larger quilt (below) that is in the book,
Wool Applique The Piece O’ Cake Way.
Shopping for wool:
I like the wool, wool thread, and glue stick from In
The Patch. If you would like to shop wool and other
supplies before class, you can find them online at
www.pieceocake.com.
You can choose wool, cotton, cotton/linen, or linen
for your background. It is a very good idea to
prewash any non-wool fabrics before class. They
will fuse better. It is not necessary to prewash felted
wool.

Recommended book: Wool Appliqué the Piece
O’ Cake Way
Background fabric:
Cut 1 rectangle 10'' x 12”.
Wool applique fabrics: A variety of scraps of
felted wool in suitable colors.
Fabric for the grass: Bring a scrap of printed
cotton that is at least 3‘' x 12”
Essential Self-Adhesive laminate: 1 sheet
Fusible web: 1 sheet of Soft Fuse OR 1/8 yard
of 18’’-wide fusible
Non-stick pressing sheet
If you don’t want to fuse, bring 1 In The Patch
glue stick instead of the fusible web and
pressing sheet.
Applique threads: #12 perle cotton OR Wool
Thread in colors to match or complement your
fabrics. I will have some thread with me for you
to use in class.
I will supply you with 2 needles and a toothpick.
Applique pins. I recommend short pins.
Small paper scissors
Small fabric scissors
Ultra fine point Sharpie marker in black
Clear upholstery vinyl: Cut 1 rectangle 8'' x 10‘'
for the placement overlay
A baggie for your templates.
A sandboard or a sheet of fine sandpaper.
A portable iron and mat and an extension cord if
you are fusing. Note that in some venues you
may not be able to use it.
You can find most of these supplies online at
www.pieceocake.com. Look in the menu bar under
Class Supplies.
Find Becky online @ pieceocake.com
email: becky@pieceocake.com

